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Abstrat. The artile takles the strongly N P-hard permutation ow shop problem. The
fragmentary struture of the problem is pointed out. The evolutionary fragmentary approah for
optimal solution is proposed. The testing of evolutionary fragmentary algorithm on instanes' set from
the ORLib [1℄ library is onduted.
Introdution
In 1954 Selmer Martin Johnson proposed an algorithm for nding optimal solution to
a problem [2℄, whih has been known sine as ow shop problem.
Suppose that n jobs J
i
(i = 1; : : : ; n) are to be exeuted on m
mahines M
j
(j = 1; : : : ; m). Eah job onsists of m operations O
i1
; : : : ; O
im
. Eah
operation O
ij
is assoiated with the proessing time p
ij
. Every job is proessed on all
mahines in the order of the mahine indexing. It means that the exeution of the
operation O
ij+1
is not allowed until the exeution of the operation O
ij
is nished. By the
shedule we mean the mapping from the set of the job numbers (i; j) to the ompletion
times set C
ij
. In the given problem, we are supposed to nd suh a shedule in whih
omletion time of the last job on the last mahine is minimized. Preemption, proessing
more than one job on one mahine at a time, and exeution one job on more than one
mahine at a time are not allowed.
Aording to the notation [3℄ the problem under onsideration is denoted F jjC
max
.
The problem has (n!)
m
feasible solutions, hene, in the literature the easier ase is studied,
whih admits n! shedules with the same order of proessing on all mahines (permutation
shedules) and is denoted F jprmujC
max
. The latter ase is onsidered in the following.
The exat algorithm proposed by Johnson solves the problem to optimality for m = 2
ase and for speial ase with m = 3. All the eorts to nd exat polynomial algorithm
form > 2 were unsuessfull. With the advent of the rst results in the early 70-s [4, 5, 6℄ in
omputational omplexity theory that fat had obtained an explanation. N P-hardness
in the strong sense was proved in [7℄. Sine then researhers' eorts have been foused on
approximation and heuristi algorithms design.
Some time after that it has beome lear that some problems are hard not only for
solving to optimality but are hard for approximating. It was proved [8℄ for onsidered
problem there is no (1 + )-approximation algorithm for 1 +  < 5=4. Furthermore, so far
the problem whether there exist polynomial approximation sheme for FmjjC
max
wherem
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is xed is open. Hene, the design of algorithms with no theoretial bounds and worst-
ase ratios, whih solve omplex pratial problems, is now urgent. As suh we onsider
stohasti loal searh [9℄ algorithms: evolutionary algorithms, taboo searh, simulated
annealing, ant olony systems, variable neighbourhood searh.
The survey of loal searh algorithms for ow shop problem an be found in [10℄. The
omparative analysis of the most eient loal searh methods from the literature, alled
also metaheuristis, was onduted in [11℄.
The goal of the paper is the inquiry of the new solution approah to ombinatorial
problems based on the ombination of the evolutionary and the fragmentary approahes.
1. The Fragmentary Struture
Denition 1. Fragmentary struture [12℄ is tuple (X ;Y ;R), where X  a nite set of
the fragments, Y  a family of subsets of X , R  a ombining rule, i.e. the deision rule
for reognizing whether a union of subsets of X is a feasible set of Y .
F jjC
max
an be onsidered as the fragmentary struture. By fragmments we will have
any tuples of jobs, respetively by the elementary fragments we will mean jobs. The rule
of ombination  no job repetition in the ombined tuples. Maximal by inlusion fragment
will be a feasible solution the problem under onsideration. So the feasible solution an
be onsidered as ertain xed permutation of jobs.
In the papers [12, 13℄ it has been showed that the searh of feasible solutions
an onsidered in the fragmentary struture framework. For the ostrution of feasible
solutions the fragmentary algorithm F is applied. In the general ase, the input of F
algorithm are a tuple I = (i
1
; : : : ; i
n
) and the empty solution set S . The input is looked
through by F in the mahine indexing order. On every step in the tuple I the rst
element is looked for whih the ombining rule is fullled. The found elementary fragment
is added into S . The proedure is repeated until the maximal by inlusion fragment is
built.
2. The Evolutionary Fragmentary Algorithm
The fragmentary algorithm allows to obtain only some feasible solutions for the
optimization problem. For nding optimal solution of F jprmujC
max
the ombination
evolutionary and fragmentary approahes is proposed. A few analogous approahes
grounded on the evolutionary mehanism and performane evaluation of suh approahes
are onsidered in [14, 15℄.
The desription of evolutionary fragmentary algorithm (EVF algorithm), explored
in the work, is the following. The feasible solutions of the problem are presented by job
number permutations, whih form the set of all permutations I
1
; : : : ; I
n!
. Eah permutation
will be treated as hromosome. The searh an be desribed as the following.
Stage 1. Initialization.
The initial population, onsisting of N hromosomes, is generated at random.
Stage 2. Seletion.
Selet K pairs of parents from the urrent population for reprodution. The seletion
is random without replaement.
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Stage 3. Reombination.
The reombination in the EVF algorithm is implemented by the following n-step
proedure. All the pairs of hromosome-parents' I-tuples are being looked through. On
every step the minimal element from the rst two elements of I-tuples' pair is hosen and
is inserted into tuple-ospring. The inserted element is deleted from both tuples-parents.
For instane, in the ase with m = 5 hromosome-parents [12543℄ and [53142℄ yield the
hromosome-ospring [12534℄.
Stage 4. Mutaion.
The mutation is implemented by transposition of jobs' indexes from two randomly
seleted positions in hromosome.
Stage 5. Replaement.
The hromosomes-osprings are added in the urrent population. The shrinking of the
urrent population to predeened size is provided by sequential deletion of hromosomes
with maximal riterion's values, where the riterion's value is omputed by the following
reursive formula: C
i;j
= maxfC
i 1;j
; C
i;j 1
g+ p
i;j
Stage 6. Termination.
If predeened termination riterion is ahieved, then stop the algorithm, otherwise
go to the seond stage. The termination riterion, used by authors, is the number of
generations in evolution, i.e. the number of the searh stages repetitions.
3. The Test Results
The neessity of test ondution is explained by the diulties and, sometimes, by
imposibility of theoretial estimation of stohasti loal searh algorithms performane
derivaton in general, and of evolutionary algorithms, in partiular.
For the EVF algorithm performane veriation the test was being onduted on
well-known in the Taillard's [16℄ problem set. The problem set omprises twelve groups
onsisting of ten instanes eah with the numbers of jobs from 20 to 500 and the number
of mahines from ve to 20. It is the most used in the literature for F jprmujC
max
testing.
Thus, there appears an opportunity for the omparison of the proposed algorithm with
already existing and tested ones on the given set.
EVF algorithm was tested against random searh (RS) algorithm as well as NEH
algorithm [17℄, whih is urently onsidered the best performing deterministi heuristi.
All the three algorithms were implemented in Visual Basi for Appliations and
run on omputer with Celeron proesor 1800 Mhz and 256 MB of the main memory.
The termination riterion was hosen to be the number of generations. ahieved by the
algorithm during its run.
The algorithms' performane was measured by relative deviane (RD) from optimum
(OPT) or the least known upper bound [18℄ of the value (A) found by given algorithm:
RD =
A OPT
OPT
 100:
In Table 1 eah group of problems is denoted as nm, where n is the number of jobs,
m is the number of mahines. In it RD for eah instane is averaged on the group size. For
EVF algorithm in the table in the parentheses the number of generations during whih it
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Group of problems RS NEH EVF
20 5 6.95 2.46 1.25 (300)
20 10 10.29 4.88 2.86 (300)
20 20 8.52 3.72 3.28 (300)
50 5 5.18 0.81 0.92 (300)
50 10 14.39 5.23 4.51 (300)
50 20 16.71 6.21 5.85 (300)
100 5 4.14 0.67 0.73 (500)
100 10 10.74 2.45 2.4 (500)
100 20 16.85 5.72 6.08 (500)
200 10 8.74 1.8 1.52 (1000)
200 20 15.66 4.66 4.95 (1000)
500 20 11.79 2.41 3.74 (1000)
Average 10.83 3.42 3.17
Òàáëèöà 1. The Test Results for F jprmujC
max
was run is pointed out. From Table 1 it an be onluded that in the average evolutionary
fragmentary algorithm has showed the higher results than other two tested algorithms.
Conlusion
The basi result of the paper is the new approah to sheduling problems solution. The
fragmentary struture has been showed whih allows the appliation of EVF algorithm.
The testing of the algorithm on the standard problem set is fullled.
From the test results, represented in Table 1, it appears promising to apply the
proposed aproah to sheduling problems solution.
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